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Books etc.

► A history of the Arab-Israeli conflict / Ian J. Bickerton, Carla
L. Klausner.

► China's naval power: an offensive realist approach / YvesHeng Lim

7th ed. Upper Saddle River : Pearson Prentice Hall, 2015.
xx, 540 pg. : ills ; 24 cm.

Farnham: Ashgate , 2014. xii, 217 pg.

Boca Raton : CRC Press, 2016. xxiii, 230 pg. ; 25 cm.

This book makes sense of Chinese priorities in its naval
modernization in a 'robust' offensive realist framework. Drawing
on Barry Posen's works on sources of military doctrine, it argues
that the orientation of Beijing's choices concerning its naval forces
can essentially be explained by China's position as a potential
regional hegemon.

► America's security deficit: addressing the imbalance between
strategy and resources in a turbulent world / David Ochmanek.

► China's quest for great power: ships, oil, and foreign policy/
Benard D Cole.

Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 2015. v, 35 pg.: col. ill.; 23 cm.

Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2016. xii, 304 pg.: maps,; 24 cm.

► Armed forces and insurgents in modern Asia / Kaushik Roy
and Sourish Saha.

► China's quest: the history of the foreign relations of the
People's Republic of China / John W. Garver.

London : Routledge , 2016. xii, 246 pg.

New York : Oxford University Press, 2016. xvii, 868 pg.: ill.,
Maps; 24 cm.

► Adaptive administration: practice strategies for dealing with
constant change in public administration and policy / Ferd H.
Mitchell and Cheryl C. Mitchell.

► Army diplomacy: American military occupation and foreign
policy after World War II/ Walter M Hudson.

► Chinese strategy and military modernization in 2015: a
comparative analysis/ Anthony H Cordesman.

Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2015. 395 pg.: ill.; 24 cm.
► Binary bullets: the ethics of cyberwarfare / edited by Fritz
Allhoff, Adam Henschke, Bradley Jay Strawser.
New York : Oxford University Press, 2016. xviii, 296 pg. ; 24 cm.
► Black belt librarian: real-world safety & security / Warren
Davis Graham.
Chicago: American Library Association, 2012. xx, 80 pg.; 23 cm.

Washington: Center for Strategic & International Studies, 2015.
xvi, 568 pg.: ill. (some col.); 28 cm.
► Commanding military power: organizing for victory and
defeat on the battlefield / Ryan Grauer
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2016. xiii, 264 pg. ; 24cm
► Conflict in Ukraine: the unwinding of the post-cold war order
/ Rajan Menon and Eugene Rumer.
Cambridge : The MIT Press, 2015. xix, 220 pg. ; 22 cm.

► Boko Haram: Nigeria's Islamist insurgency / Virginia Comolli.
London: Hurst & Company, 2015. vii, 239 pg. : maps ; 23 cm.
► British military withdrawal and the rise of regional cooperation in Southeast Asia, 1964-75 / Sue Thompson
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015. vii, 193 pg. ; 23 cm.

This book puts the conflict in historical perspective by examining
the evolution of the crisis and assessing its implications both for
the Crimean peninsula and for Russia's relations with the West
more generally.
►
Counseling military families: what mental health
professionals need to know / Lynn K. Hall.

This book examines the link between Britain's withdrawal from its
east of Suez role and the establishment of South-East Asian
regional security arrangements. The link between these two
events is not direct, but a relationship existed, which is important
to a wider understanding of the development of regional security
arrangements.

2nd ed. New York : Routledge , 2016. xxi, 308 pg. ; 23 cm.

► Brunei energy efficiency and conservation study: roadmap
formulation and policy advice: CSPS study with Mitsubishi
research institute, in collaboration with energy department,
Prime Ministers office and Universiti Brunei Darussalam / by Koh
Wee Chian and Tetsuya Enomoto.

► Counterterrorism in areas of political unrest: the case of
Russia's Northern Caucasus / Ethan S. Burger and Serguei
Cheloukhine.

Gadong, Brunei Darussalam: Centre for Strategic and Policy
Studies Brunei Darussalam, 2012, 37 pg. ; 26 cm.

► Counterterrorism in Turkey: policy choices and policy effects
toward the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) / Mustafa Cosar
Ãœnal.
London : Routledge , 2012. xxiii, 244 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.

Brunei is a very high energy intensity country and is wholly
dependent on fossils fuels for its energy needs.
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►
Counterterrorism and cybersecurity: total information
awareness / Newton Lee.
2nd ed. Cham : Springer , 2015. xv, 489 pg. : ills ; 25 cm.

New York : Springer, 2013. xxiv, 61 p. ; 23 cm.
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► CSPS strategy and policy journal / edited by Dr Diana Cheong
and Dr Sophiana Chua Abdullah DIANA Cheong, Dr.(edited.)
Vol.2 Gadong, Brunei Darussalam: Centre for Strategic and Policy
Studies, 2011 90 pg.; col. ill. ; 26 cm.
This paper was presented a paradigm for the 21st century and
policy for sustainable development: alternative energy, efficiency
also for economic growth. A macro-econometric model of Brunei
Darussalam. Overcoming barriers to move foreward to the
transactional stage e-government for Brunei Darussalam: from
the perspective of online security.

Books etc.

► European military culture and security governance: soldiers,
scholars and national defence universities / Tamir Libel.
London: Routledge , 2016 xvi, 227 pg. ; 24 cm.
► Everyone loses: the Ukraine crisis and the ruinous contest
for post-Soviet Eurasia / Samuel Charap, Timothy J. Colton.
Abingdon, Oxon : Routledge, 2017. 212 pg.: (col.ills) maps ; 24 cm.

► CSPS strategy and policy journal / edited by Dr Diana Cheong
and Dr Sophiana Chua Abdullah DIANA Cheong, Dr. (edited)

Disorder erupted in Ukraine in 2014, involving the overthrow of a
sitting government, the Russian annexation of the Crimean
peninsula, and a violent insurrection, supported by Moscow, in
the east of the country.

Vol.3 Gadong, Brunei Darussalam : Centre for Strategic and Policy
Studies, 2011 99 pg.; col. ill. ; 26 cm.

► Field of fight: how to win the global war against radical
Islam and its allies/ Michael T Flynn.

This paper was presented an assessment of forest resources in
Brunei Darussalam: a remote sensing solution, an evaluation of
labour market policy measures and also issues and challenges for
Brunei Darussalam.

New York: St Martin's Press, 2016. xi, 194 pg.; 22 cm.

► CSPS strategy and policy journal / edited by Dr Diana Cheong
and Dr Sophiana Chua Abdullah

Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2016. viii, 316 pg.; 24 cm.

Vol.4 Gadong, Brunei Darussalam : Centre for Strategic and Policy
Studies, 2013 98 pg.; col. ill. ; 26 cm.

► General He Yingqin : the rise and fall of Nationalist China /
Peter Worthing.

► Ghost soldiers: the epic account of World War II's greatest
rescue mission/ Hampton Sides.
New York: Anchor, 2002. 344 pg.: ill., maps; 21 cm.

This paper was presented an assessment of CSPS strategy & policy
journal which growth an accounting and total factor productivity
in Brunei Darussalam. Trade openness and economic growth by
macroeconomic consequences population ageing in Brunei.

► Global information warfare: the new digital battlefield /
Andrew Jones and Gerald L. Kovacich.
2nd ed. Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2016. xxxix, 363 pg.: ills ; 24 cm.

► Deadly impasse: Indo-Pakistani relations at the dawn of a
new century / Sumit Ganguly.

► Good occupation: American soldiers and the hazards of
peace/ Susan L Carruthers.

Cambridge : Cambridge Univ press , 2016. xi, 176 pg. : ills ; 23 cm.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2016. 386 pg.: ill.; 25 cm.
►
Death in the Congo: murdering Patrice Lumumba /
Emmanuel Gerard

►
Integrating the web into everyday library services: a
practical guide for librarians, Elizabeth R Leggett.

Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 2015. xiii, 276 pg.: ill.,
maps; 25 cm.

Lanham: Rowman& Littlefield, 2015. xv, 193 pg.: ill.; 29 cm.

► Democracy in Central Asia: competing perspectives and
alternative strategies / Mariya Y. Omelicheva.

► International security and war: politics and grand strategy in
the 21st century / editors Ralph Rotte.

Lexington, Kentucky: University Press of Kentucky, 2015. xv, 158
pg. : ills ; 24 cm.

New York: Nova Science, 2011 vi, 168 pg.; 27 cm.

► Development strategies, identities, and conflict in Asia /
edited by William Ascher

► Internet wars: the struggle for power in the 21st century/
Fergus Hanson.
Haberfield: Longueville Books, 2015. 231 pg.: ill.; 23 cm.

New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013. xiv, 347 pg.; 23 cm.
► Divergent memories: opinion leaders and the Asia-Pacific
War / Gi-Wook Shin and Daniel Sneider.

► Invisible front: love and loss in an era of endless war/ Yochi
Dreazen.
New York: Broadway Books, 2015. xiv, 306 pg.: ill.; 25 cm

Stanford : Stanford University Press , 2016. x, 356 pg. ; 24 cm.
► Emerging critical technologies and security in the AsiaPacific/ Richard Bitzinger

►
Iran and Pakistan: security, diplomacy and American
influence / Alex Vatanka.
London: I.B. Tauris, 2015. x, 307 pg.; 22 cm.

Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016 xiii, 169 pg.: ill.; 23 cm.
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► ISIS: an introduction and guide to the Islamic state / Brian L
Steed.

Books etc.

► North Korea: markets and military rule / Hazel Smith
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015. xii, 381 pg ; 23 cm.

Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO , 2016. xiv, 197 pg.: maps; 24 cm.
► Kamikaze hunters: fight for the pacific, 1945/ Will Iredale.
New York: Pegasus Books, 2016. xi, 386 pg.: ill.(som. col.), maps;
24 cm.
► Land optimization strategy for industrial and commercial
growth in Brunei Darussalam: CSPS study with SGS Economics &
Planning Pty Ltd, Australia, in collaboration with Ministry of
Development and Department of Economic and Planning
Development / by Giuseppe Rizzo, CSPS and SGS Economics &
Planning Pty Ltd.
Centre for Strategic and Policy Studies (Brunei) Gadong, Brunei
Darussalam: Centre for Strategic and Policy Studies Brunei
Darussalam, 2013. 67 pg ; 26 cm.

This book analyses how marketization transformed the interests,
expectations and values of the entire society, including Party
members, the military, women and men, the young and the
elderly. The book shows how the daily life of North Koreans has
become alienated from the daily pronouncements of the North
Korean government.
► Open data in Southeast Asia: towards economic prosperity,
government transparency, and citizen participation in the Asean
/ Manuel Stagars.
London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. xxv, 192 pg.: ill.; 22 cm.
► Partly cloudy: ethics in war, espionage, covert action, and
interrogation/ David L Perry.
Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016. xiv, 243 pg.; 24 cm.

► Leading from the heart: Sufi principles at work / by Moid
Siddiqui.

► Peacekeeping and the Asia-Pacific / edited Brendan Howe.

New Delhi : SAGE, 2014. xiv, 192 pg. : ills ; 22 cm.

Leiden: Brill Nijhoff, 2017. vii, 178 pg.; 24 cm.

► Man who captured Washington: Major General Robert Ross
and the War of 1812 / John McCavitt

► People, states & fear: an agenda for international security
studies in the post-Cold War era / Barry Buzan.

Norman: University of Okhlahoma Press, 2016. xiii, 297 pg. : ills ;
24 cm.

2nd ed. Colchester: ECPR Press, 2016. 311 pg : map ; 24 cm.

► Metamorphosis: studies in social and political change in
Myanmar / edited by Renaud Egreteau and FranÃ§ois Robinne.

► Psychology of modern conflict: evolutionary theory, human
nature and a liberal approach to war / Kenneth Payne
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015. ix, 215 pg ; 23 cm.

Singapore: NUS Press , 2015. xv, 428 pg. : ills, maps ; 23 cm.

Montreal: Mcgrill-queens Univ Press, 2016. xii, 244 pg.; 23 cm.

In this study, Dr Kenneth Payne argues that there is an important
relationship between the two â‚† we have evolved to fight, and
traditional hunter-gatherer societies were often violent places.
But we also evolved to cooperate and to behave altruistically
towards others.

► Modern Albania: from dictatorship to democracy in Europe /
Fred C. Abrahams.

► Putting the user first: 30 strategies for transforming library
services / by Courtney Greene McDonald.

New York : New York University Press, 2016 xiii , 345 pg. ; 23cm

Chicago: American Library Association, 2014. 104 pg. : ills ; 18 cm.

The canon on modern Albanian political history in English is small
but Fred Abraham's book is now a large contribution to it.
Excellent and above all readable and pacy, anyone interested in
contemporary Albanian and Balkan history should be grateful that
he has committed his deep knowledge about the country, and
above all its travails in the 1990s, to paper.

Putting the user first: 30 strategies for transforming library
services will give you 30 hands-on strategies and practical
suggestions to enable you to begin transforming your library,
library services, and even your personal practice to be more
responsive, effective and user-centered today.

► Military operations and the mind: war ethics and soldiers'
well-being / Stephanie S.H.Belanger.

► Recruiting strategies to support the army's all-volunteer
force / Bruce R Orvis...[et.al]
► Modern Greece: what everyone needs to know / Stathis N.
Kalyvas.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2015. xii, 242 pg : maps ; 22
cm.
►
Mountain warfare and other lofty problems: foreign
perspectives on high-altitude combat / edited by Lester W. Grau

Prepared for the United States Army Santa Monica: Rand
Corporation, 2016. xiii , 43 pg. ; 23cm
► Saudi Arabia: a kingdom in peril/ Paul Aarts.
London: Hurst & Company, 2015. xii, 176 pg.: ill., map; 25 cm.

Solihull : Helion & Company Limited, 2016. xiii, 246 pg.: ill.; 24 cm.
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► Saudi Arabia and nuclear weapons: how do countries think
about the bomb? / Norman Cigar.
London: Routledge , 2016. ix, 237 pg. ; 24 cm.
► Seeking security in an insecure world / Dan Caldwell.
Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016. xii, 317 pg.: ill.; 24 cm.
► Shadow cold war: the Sino-Soviet competition for the third
world/ Jeremy Scott Friedman.

Books etc.

The Conflict in Ukraine: What Everyone Needs to Know explores
Ukraine's contemporary conflict and complicated history of ethnic
identity, and it does do so by weaving questions of the country's
fraught relations with its former imperial master, Russia,
throughout the narrative.
►
The global transformation: history, modernity and the
making of international relations / Barry Buzan and George
Lawson.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015. xix, 396 pg. ; 23 cm.

Chapel Hill: Univ of North Carolina Press, 2015. x, 291 pg.; 25 cm.
► Smaller states' alignment choices: a comparative study of
Malaysia and Singapore' Hedgine behavior in the face of a rising
China / Kuik Cheng-Chwee.

The 'long nineteenth century' (1776-1914) was a period of
political, economic, military and cultural revolutions that reforged both domestic and international societies. Neither existing
international histories nor International Relations texts sufficiently
register the scale and impact of this 'global transformation'.

Eisenhower Parkway : ProQuest, 2010. xii: ills ,391 pg. ; 22cm
It contends that the enduring uncertainty at the systemic level has
compelled the states to hedge by pursuing contradictory,
mutually counteracting transactions of (returns-maximizing) and
(risk-contingency) options, which seek to offset the potential
drawbacks of one another, as a way to project a non-taking-sides
stance while keeping their own fallback position at a time when
the prospect of power structure is far from clear.
► Soul of armies: counterinsurgency doctrine and military
culture in the US and UK/ Austin G Long.
Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2016. x, 275 pg.; 23 cm.
► Southern surveyor: stories from onboard Australia's ocean
research vessel / Michael Veitch.
Collingwood: CSIRO Publishing, 2015. xxiii, 243 pg : ills, ; 23 cm.
The result is a warm, engaging and sometimes dramatic account
of their adventures -- finding sunken WWII shipwrecks and
swirling coastal vortexes, 'undiscovering' islands and watching
pre-dawn fireworks from undersea volcanoes. But these are also
stories of discovery which tell the legacy of scientific innovation
and impact that Southern Surveyor left in her wake.

►
The oxford handbook of United Nations peacekeeping
operations / edited by Joachim A. Koops, Norrie MacQueen,
Thierry Tardy and Paul D. Williams.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015. xxiv, 908 pg. : ills ; 26 cm.
► The role of the public bureaucracy in policy implementation
in five Asean countries / edited by Jon S.T. Quah.
Cambridge: Cambridge Univ Press, 2016. xxviii, 487 pg. ; 22 cm.
This pioneering book addresses an important gap in the literature
by comparing the role of the public bureaucracies in policy
implementation in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore
and Vietnam.
► The science of successful organizational change: how leaders
set strategy, change behavior, and create an agile culture / Paul
Gibbons.
London: Pearson , 2015. xi, 308 pg. : ills ; 24 cm.
► The tone from the top: how behaviour trumps strategy / Ian
Muir.
Farnham: Gower, 2015. xii, 135 pg. : ills (black and white) ; 24 cm.

► Supply side of security: a market theory of military alliances
/ Tongfi Kim.
Stanford : Stanford University Press, 2016. xii, 239 pg.: ill.; 24 cm.

► The whole library handbook 5: current data, professional
advice, and curiosa about libraries and library services / edited
by George M. Eberhart

►
The Arab-Israeli conflict in American political culture /
Jonathan Rynhold

Chicago: American library association, 2013. v, 528 pg. : ills ; 23
cm.

New York: Cambridge Univ Press, 2015. viii, 303pg.: ills ; 24 cm.

The Whole Library Handbook, now in its fifth edition, is an
encyclopedia filled with facts, tips, lists, and resources essential
for library professionals and information workers of all kinds, all
carefully handpicked to reflect the most informative, practical, upto-date, and entertaining examples of library literature.

This book surveys discourse and opinion in the United States
toward the Arab-Israeli conflict since 1991. Contrary to popular
myth, it demonstrates that US support for Israel is not based on
the pro-Israel lobby, but rather is deeply rooted in American
political culture.
► The conflict in Ukraine: what everyone needs to know /
Serhy Yekelchyk.

► Tour lengths, permanent changes of station, and alternatives
for savings and improved stability/ Craig A Bondet.
Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 2016. xxiv, 157 pg.: ill.(som.
col.); 28 cm.

New York: Oxford University Press, 2015. xix, 186 pg.: map ; 22
cm.
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Books etc.

► Toward well-oiled relations? : China's presence in the Middle
East following the Arab Spring / edited by Niv Horesh.

Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2015. xvi, 314 pg. : ills
(black and white), maps (black and white) ; 23 cm.

Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. xii, 239 pg. : ills, map ; 23
cm.

► When Paris went dark: the City of Light under German
occupation, 1940-44 / Ronald Rosbottom.

With China replacing the United States as the world's leading
energy user and net oil importer, its relations with the Middle
East is becoming a major issue with global implications. Horesh
and his contributors set out to analyzed the implications of
China's growing presence in the Middle East.

London : John Murray, 2015. xxxii, 447 pg. : ills, map ; 20 cm.

► Transformations of warfare in the contemporary world /
edited by John Torpey.
Philadelphia : Temple University Press, 2016. xii, 211 pg.; 21 cm.
►
Transnational organized crime: an overview from six
continents / edited by Jay S. Albanese, Philip L. Reichel.
Los Angeles: SAGE, 2014. 214 pg. ; 23 cm.
"This unique text explores the expansive topic of transnational
organized crime, incorporating expert perspectives found
throughout the world's six inhabited continents: North America,
Central and South America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Oceania.
► Tricare applied behaviour analysis (ABA) benefit: comparison
with Medicaid and commercial benefits/ Margaret A. Maglioneet.
Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 2016. xv, 65 pg.: ill., col maps;
23 cm.
►
True north: the grand landscapes of Sweden / Tommy
Hammarstrom and Per Wastberg.
: Max Strom , 2001. 280 pg : col.ill
►
U.S. Naval Institute on the U.S. Naval Academy: the
challenges/ Thomas Cutler (editor)
Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2015. xiii, 167 pg.; 22 cm.

In May and June 1940 almost four million people fled Paris and its
suburbs in anticipation of a German invasion. On June 14, the
German Army tentatively entered the silent and eerily empty
French capital. Without one shot being fired in its defence, the
Occupation of Paris had begun. When Paris Went Dark tells the
extraordinary story of Germany's capture and Occupation of Paris,
Hitler's relationship with the City of Light, and its citizens'
attempts at living in an environment that was almost untouched
by war, but which had become uncanny overnight
► White paper on making Brunei Darussalam the preferred
holiday destination for all by 2025 / edited by Dr Diana Cheong
and Kartini Rahman
CSPS in collaboration with AMBD and our related stakeholders.
Gadong, Brunei Darussalam : Centre for Strategic and Policy
Studies, 2015 100 pg.; col. ill. ; 26 cm.
►
Women warriors and wartime spies of China / Louise
Edwards
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016. xii, 272 pg. ; 24 cm.
In this compelling new study, Louise Edwards explores the lives of
some of China's most famous women warriors and wartime spies
through history. Focusing on key figures including Hua Mulan,
Zheng Pingru and Liu Hulan, this book examines the ways in which
these extraordinary women have been commemorated through a
range of cultural mediums including film, theatre, museums and
textbooks.
► Workplace safety and health: assessing current practices and
promoting change in the profession/ Thomas D Schneid.

► U.S. Naval Institute on the U.S. Naval Academy: the history /
Thomas Cutler ed.

Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2014. xv, 211 pg; 23 cm.

Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2015. xi, 159 pg.; 21 cm.

Books listed here are available in one or more of
the following libraries:
 MINDEF Library & Info Centre
 SHHB-IDSS Library
 Defence Academy Library
 Training Institute RBAF Library
 Intelligence Training Wing

►
Vanguard of the imam: religion, politics, and Iran's
revolutionary guards/ Afshon Ostovar.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2016. xiii, 306 pg.:ill., map; 25
cm.
► Vanishing of flight MH370: the true story of the hunt for the
missing Malaysian plane/ Richard Quest.
New York: Penguin Randon House, 2016. xxi, 279 pg.; 24 cm.
► War and conflict in the early modern world: 1500-1700 /
Brian Sandberg.
Cambridge: Polity Press, 2016. xii, 362 pages ; 24 cm.
►
Water, civilization and power in Sudan : the political
economy of military-Islamist state building / Harry Verhoeven.

MINDEF Library & Info Centre

Please refer to the library online catalogue
(OPAC) for book location
Tel: +673 2385588
e-mail: library@mindef.gov.bn
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